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Use of R-GMA in BOSS 
• Publish each update into R-GMA as a 
separate message – separate row
• Each producer gives host and name of 
“home” BOSS DB, and jobId; this identifies 
it uniquely
• Receiver looks for all rows relating to its 
DB; uses jobId and jobType to do SQL 
UPDATE
Use of R-GMA in BOSS 
The screenshot below shows the streamed output 
messages from a Brunel job (ID 112) being sent 
through R-GMA and displayed using the EDG 
Pulse tool from WP3. As Pulse can monitor 
multiple producers, it also shows the output from a 
longer job already running at Imperial (ID 72).
The receivers that update the BOSS databases use 
the bossDatabaseHost and bossDatabaseName 
fields to select only the relevant messages, so that 
the database at each institute is updated with only 
the information about its own jobs.
http://www.brunel.ac.uk/~eestprh/GRIDPP/Index.htm

Use of R-GMA in BOSS (1)
• R-GMA smoothes “firewall” issues
• Consumer can watch many producers; 
producers can feed multiple consumers. 
• Provides uniform access to range of 
monitoring data (WP7 network, etc.)
• Doesn’t depend on other EDG components
Use of R-GMA in BOSS (2)
• BOSS job wrapper uses an R-GMA 
StreamProducer and C++ API
– Can define minimum retention period
– No guarantees
• BOSS receiver implemented in Java
• Currently use R-GMA 3.1.39
R-GMA
• Scalability not proven 
– GK a bottleneck?
– Need separate CMS-specific R-GMA 
infrastructure?
R-GMA
• WP3 large-scale testing:
– “The Archiver the Boss job streams to can support 980 
Stream Producers. The Stream Producer Servlet can support 
420 Stream Producers. This means that you could not submit 
more than 420 Boss jobs to one site, if they had enough 
nodes to run all these on simultaneously. You could also not 
submit more than 980 Boss jobs across more than one site if 
you were using a single Archiver.  Our Performance 
Analysis will hopefully improve these numbers.” L  Field
Use of R-GMA in BOSS 
• Augments BOSS journal files for real-time 
monitoring
• Need for large-scale testing now 
• What are criteria for success ?
• How to deploy out there?
Deployment 
• 1UI 2DB 3RCVR usually on same box? What 
instructions are needed? 
• 4WN: have set of manual instructions that 
shouldn’t clash with normal operation. LCFG?
• 5a 5b are effectively EDG “MON” boxes. May 
only need one per site. Might need 8080 open 
inbound.
• 6 Registry: do we use std. WP3 one or our own –
this would flummox other R-GMA users e.g. WP7
http://www.brunel.ac.uk/~eesrjjn/grid/grid.htm
